
The RT-MG 10.8 Li cordless multifunction tool is a high-quality, compact and ergonomic helper for experts on extension and renovation jobs, which

with its many different options saves a great deal of effort. Sawing, grinding/sanding, scraping and much more besides are performed easily and

speedily with this handy all-rounder. The soft-grip and very slim housing make for a very good, slip-proof grip. The electronic speed control ensures

that the power is adjusted exactly to the particular task.

RT-MG 10,8 Li

Cordless Multifunctional Tool
Item No.: 4465030

Ident No.: 11010

Bar Code: 4006825576382

Features
Soft grip-

Electronic speed control-

Tool chuck (adjustable to 12 settings)-

Triangular grinding/sanding plate-

6x grinding/sanding paper (3 x wood / 3 x steel)-

Scraper-

Plunge-cut saw blade for wood-

TCT segment cutting wheel for tile joints-

Allen key-

Transport and storage case-

Incl. 2 lithium ion batteries-

Technical Data
- Accumulator 10.8 V  |  1500 mAh  |  Li-Ion

- Oscillating speed 10000-34000 min^-1

- Angle of oscillation 3 °

- Sandpaper size 90  x  90  x  90 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 0.75

- Gross weight single packaging 2.58 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 85 x 250 x 320 mm

- Pieces per export carton 5 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 14 kg

- Dimensions export carton 490 x 340 x 290 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2895 | 5825 | 0
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Available as special accessories

Starter-Kit, 6 pcs.
Multifunktionswerkzeug-Zubehör
Item No.: 4465010
Bar Code: 4006825553178
Einhell Grey
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